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The widespread adoption of Modelling and Simulation (M&S) techniques hinges on the availability of tools supporting each phase in the M&S-based workflow. This includes tasks such as specifying, implementing, experimenting with, as well as debugging simulation models. We have previously developed a technique where advanced debugging environments are generated from an explicit behavioural model of the user interface and the simulator. These models are extracted from the code of existing modelling environments and simulators, and instrumented with debugging operations. This technique can be reused for a large family of modelling formalisms, but was not yet considered for dynamic-structure formalisms; debugging models in these formalisms is challenging, as entities can appear and disappear during simulation. In this paper, we adapt and apply our approach to accommodate dynamic-structure formalisms. To this end, we present a modular, reusable approach, which includes an architecture and a workflow. We observe that to effectively debug dynamic-structure models, domain-specific visualizations developed by the modeller should be (re)used for debugging tasks. To demonstrate our technique, we use Dynamic-Structure DEVs (DSDEVS) (a formalism that includes the characteristics of discrete-event and agent-based modelling paradigms) and an implementation of its simulation semantics in the PythonPDEVS tool as a running example. We apply our technique on NetLogo, a popular multi-agent simulation tool, to demonstrate the generality of our approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A plethora of Modelling and Simulation (M&S) tools are in use today. Almost all, however, fail to provide debugging support using the same abstractions as those provided by the modelling formalism(s) used. Instead, they often rely on traditional code debugging techniques with which domain experts may not be familiar, hindering the widespread adoption of M&S. In recent years, research efforts have been directed towards implementing formalism-specific debuggers. Implementing
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these debuggers is challenging, however, because of the interplay between (1) the semantics of the modelling formalism, as implemented by a simulator or executor; (2) the behaviour of debugging operations (specific to the formalism); and (3) the interaction between the user and the debugging system, potentially through a (or multiple) visual user interface(s). Moreover, the semantics of the modelling formalisms are, in most cases, more complex than the sequential execution of statements in program code. Non-programming notions of time, non-determinism, concurrency, events, and continuous behaviour may be at the heart of the formalism’s semantics. To develop debugging environments for these formalisms, traditional software development techniques are not well-equipped, since they cannot express such inherently complex behaviour natively. In earlier work, we have developed a technique that manages this complexity by representing the control flow of simulation algorithms explicitly using Statecharts [15], whose higher level of abstraction allows debugging support to be added by instrumentation [33]. This technique proved to be applicable to a number of formalisms [35, 37].

In this paper, we study the debugging of dynamic-structure models, expressed using dynamic-structure formalisms [3], which allow one to natively describe structure-changing behaviour: during simulation, entities can appear and disappear and their interconnections might change. This makes the construction of a debugging environment particularly challenging: the (visual) modelling environment cannot be repurposed as easily as in our previous contributions, since not all model instances are individually represented in the model diagram. Dynamic-structure simulations are, however, often accompanied by a model-specific visualisation environment which displays the simulation entities during their lifetime. We present a reusable and general workflow and software architecture for constructing debugging environments for dynamic-structure formalisms and their simulation tools, which also instruments these domain-specific visualisations with debugging support. Specifically, the contribution of this paper is fourfold:

1. A reusable architecture and an explicitly modelled workflow for constructing debuggers (including a visual interface) and instrumenting domain-specific visualizations.
2. A specification of a debugger for discrete-event, real-time, dynamic-structure, visual, interactive simulation systems. This includes a set of useful debugging operations, as well as an interface for interacting with the debugger.
3. A prototype that implements the specification and architecture for the DSDEVS [2] formalism as implemented by PythonPDEVS [36], to demonstrate feasibility.
4. A debugger prototype for NetLogo, a popular multi-agent simulation tool, to evaluate our approach by demonstrating that it can be used to develop debuggers for any dynamic-structure formalism.

Structure. Section 2 provides background for the paper. Section 3 introduces the DSDEVS formalism (and PythonPDEVS) as a running example, which we use to demonstrate our techniques. Section 4 describes our approach to developing (visual) model debugging interfaces for dynamic-structure formalisms. Section 5 discusses two prototypes we built using our technique: the PythonPDEVS debugger, as well as a debugger for NetLogo. Section 6 discusses our contribution, and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND

This section provides background information for the remainder of the paper. We start by explaining the Statecharts language, which is used in our approach to describe the behaviour of the debugger and other artefacts. The method for turning modelling environments into debugging environments by explicitly modelling their behaviour is explained next. Last, we present a general modelling and simulation workflow, where particular attention is given to the artefacts created during this
process. These artefacts will be reused in the rest of the paper to create debugging environments for dynamic-structure formalisms.

2.1 Statecharts

Statecharts (SC) is a formalism used to model timed, reactive, autonomous systems and was introduced by [15]. A SC model consists of states and transitions between those states that are triggered by an event (local to the SC model or coming from the environment) or a timeout and optionally have a guard. States can be composed hierarchically in composite states (which have exactly one active child state), as well as orthogonally in parallel regions (where each region has an active state).

Events raised in one orthogonal component can be “sensed” by other orthogonal components (broadcasting). SC is a deterministic formalism, and different language variants exist, corresponding to different deterministic orderings and interleavings of events and transitions. We assume the STATEMATE [17] semantics in the remainder of this paper, but other reasonable choices are possible [12, 16]. We assume that a SC model is accompanied by an interface definition to interact with its environment in the form of a set of input and output ports. We describe a structure $S = \langle X, SC_S, Y \rangle$ where:

$X = \{(p, v) | p \in IPorts, v \in X_p\}$ describes the input of the model. $IPorts$ is a set of input port names. Each port $p$ has an associated set of possible input events $X_p$;

$SC_S$ is the SC model describing the behaviour of the system using the above concepts. A formal description of SC can be found in [18];

$Y = \{(p, v) | p \in OPorts, v \in Y_p\}$ describes the output of the model. $OPorts$ is a set of output port names. Each port $p$ has an associated set of possible output events $Y_p$.

We will use SC extensively throughout the rest of the paper to model the behaviour of each component of our solution. In the models shown throughout this paper, events received on input ports or sent to output ports by the SC model are prepended by $<portname>::$ where $<portname>$ is the name of the port.

2.2 Explicitly Modelling Model Debuggers

In previous work [35], we have explored the construction of a debugger for the PDEVS formalism. To describe the timed, reactive, autonomous behaviour of the debugger, we use a method called the “de- and reconstruction” of the simulation algorithm [33]. In general, the simulation algorithm for any formalism (see Figure 1a) with behaviour (resulting in a state trace) can be written down in a generic form, as all of them go through three phases:

1. **Initialization** of simulation time and the simulation state;
2. **Execution** of simulation steps until an end condition is satisfied (each step computes the new state based on the previous one, and advances the simulated time);
3. **Finalization** where, for example, the final state of the simulation and the time at which it ended is communicated to the user.

These simulation algorithms can be defined in an appropriate programming language, which results in an executable simulator for that formalism. However, adding debugging support at this abstraction level is difficult, since a debugger is cross-cutting, adding notions of time (to run the simulation in real-time, for example), interruptibility (at different levels, to implement stepping for example), and orthogonal behaviour (to manage breakpoints while the simulation is running, for example). We argue that the simulation algorithm can be deconstructed in its modal part (the flow of control, mainly consisting of the “main simulation loop”) and its non-modal part (consisting of the computation functions that compute the new state during simulation). The modal part of
the simulator is modeled as a SC model (see Figure 1b) and combined with its non-modal part to obtain a behaviourally equivalent version of the simulator; from this definition, an appropriate code generator for SC can be used to obtain an executable simulator. Next, this modal part is augmented with debugging support (see Figure 1c), and the augmented modal part is now used to generate a debugging-enhanced version of the simulator. This debugging-enhanced simulator can then be coupled to a (visual) modelling and simulation interface to allow a user to debug models.

2.3 Modelling and Simulation Workflow

When modelling and simulating complex systems, a number of artefacts are created. While this paper does not discuss different M&S workflows (this can be found in other works, such as [9]), we do focus on a particular set of simulation systems and assume that a number of artefacts are created by the domain expert.

The domain expert is expected to produce three artefacts: a model of the system, a set of experiments (which could be modelled in an experiment language such as SESSL [13]), and an (optional) model-specific visualization. This last artefact is typical in systems that exhibit agent-like behaviour, where each agent is assigned a visual representation, and the domain expert can follow and potentially influence the simulation by interacting with the visualization. We assume that the domain expert models the behaviour of the visualization in SC, as it is an appropriate formalism to specify the “modes” of the visualization in an explicit control flow model [19]. From this model, code is generated and combined with a visualization library to build an executable model-specific visualization interface. The visualization and simulation model are strictly separate;
the visualization can only interact with the model through its interface (i.e., its input and output ports). If no interactivity is required, the simulation can be run without visualization.

Once these artefacts are created, the domain expert runs the simulation experiments and observes the results (typically, a trace generated by the simulation model and/or the visualization) and check whether these results correspond to expectations. This workflow emphasizes modularity, as it splits the simulation system into separate subsystems. It allows the domain expert to replace components as necessary, and increases scalability, as components can be deployed on separate machines. In many cases, a process such as this can be followed by domain experts to design and evaluate their systems (for example, to simulate occupant behaviour in buildings [7]). The remainder of the paper assumes the domain expert employs this workflow (or a comparable one) for modelling and simulating systems.

3 RUNNING EXAMPLE

As a representative example, we choose the Dynamic-Structure DEVS [2] (DSDEVS) formalism to demonstrate our approach in this paper. DEVS [39] has a long history as a popular discrete-event formalism. DSDEVS is one of its extensions, which defines a network executive that can evolve the structure of the model during simulation. Because of its well-defined syntax and semantics, it is an ideal formalism to demonstrate our techniques.

3.1 Dynamic Structure DEVS

DSDEVS [2] is used to model the behaviour of discrete event systems whose structure can change over time. In his paper, Barros extends the DEVS formalism and provides a theoretical basis for modelling dynamic structure by introducing a network executive, which is also modelled as a DEVS model, and whose state reflects the current configuration of the DEVS network. The basic building blocks of a DSDEVS model are atomic DEVS models, which are structures

\[
< X, Y, S, \delta_{\text{int}}, \delta_{\text{ext}}, \lambda, ta >
\]

where the input set \(X\) denotes the set of admissible input events of the model. The output set \(Y\) denotes the set of admissible output events of the model. The state set \(S\) is the set of sequential states of the model. The internal transition function \(\delta_{\text{int}} : S \rightarrow S\) defines the next sequential state, depending on the current state. The output function \(\lambda : S \rightarrow Y\) defines the output to be raised for a given sequential state, upon triggering the internal transition function. The external transition function \(\delta_{\text{ext}} : Q \times X \rightarrow S\) with \(Q = \{(s, e) | s \in S, 0 \leq e \leq ta(s)\}\) gets called whenever an external input \((\in X)\) is received. The time advance function \(ta : S \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{0,+}^+\) defines the duration the system remains in the current state before triggering its internal transition function.

A network of atomic DSDEVS models is defined by the structure

\[
< \chi, M_\chi >
\]

where \(\chi\) is the network executive, and \(M_\chi\) its model, an atomic DSDEVS model

\[
< X_\chi, Y_\chi, S_\chi, \delta_{\text{int,}\chi}, \delta_{\text{ext,}\chi}, \lambda_\chi, ta_\chi >
\]

where \(X_\chi\) and \(Y_\chi\) are the input and output sets of the executive. \(S_\chi\) is the set of states, encoding the network structure

\[
< X_\Delta, Y_\Delta, D, M_i, I_i, Z_{i,j}, \text{select} >
\]

which corresponds to the definition of a coupled model in “classic” DEVS. \(\delta_{\text{int,}\chi}, \delta_{\text{ext,}\chi}\) are the executive’s internal and external transition function, which can change the state of the executive, and thus change the network structure. \(\lambda_\chi\) and \(ta_\chi\) are the executive’s output and time advance functions. DSDEVS is closed under coupling; coupled models can be nested to arbitrary depth.
An abstract simulator for the parallel version of DSDEVS is described in [4]. Simulator implementations often take a more pragmatic approach to implement the structure-varying functions than relying on the network executive. In tools such as PythonPDEVS [36] and adevs [29], a model transition function encodes the structural changes of the model. An atomic DEVS model can decide (after it has executed one of its transition functions) to change, for example, its X or Y sets. It can also signal to its parent (a coupled model) that a change is required at that level, for example to add or remove an atomic model. A simulation step in the algorithm for the classic version of DSDEVS, as implemented by these tools, can be summarized as follows:

1. Compute the set of atomic DEVS models whose internal transitions are scheduled to fire (imminent components).
2. Select one imminent component with a tie-breaking function.
3. Execute the imminent component’s output function, generating an output event.
4. Route events from sending components to receiving components.
5. Determine the type of transition to execute for each atomic DEVS model, depending on it being imminent or receiving input.
6. Execute, in parallel, all enabled internal and external transition functions.
7. Compute the new structure of the model(s) by executing, for each transitioning model, their model transition function (and their parent’s model transition functions as well, if the child requests it).
8. Compute, for each atomic DEVS model, the time of its next internal transition.

3.2 Example Simulation System

As an example dynamic-structure system, we present a particle interaction simulation, in which a number of particles move in a constrained space, bouncing off walls and each other when they collide. The requirements of the simulation system are listed below:

- A field holds a number of moving particles.
- A new particle is created every second.
- When a particle is created, it chooses a random radius, a random (2D) position within the boundaries of the field, and a random velocity.
- At each frame, a particle updates its current position according to its velocity.
- Each particle deletes itself at a random point in time.
- When two particles collide, they bounce off of each other (by swapping their velocity vectors).
- When a particle bounces against one of the sides of the field, it negates the normal component of its velocity vector to move in the other direction.
- The user can select a particle; this changes its colour to orange and its velocity to 0.
- A selected particle can be deleted by the user.

This system clearly exhibits dynamic structure behaviour, and we can use the PythonPDEVS tool to represent its dynamic-structure behaviour. Our model consists of one top-level coupled model called Field, which accepts user events (such as select or delete) and communicates state updates (such as position updates) to the user during simulation. At the start of simulation, a Field is instantiated, which creates two more atomic models are instantiated: a PositionManager (responsible for keeping track of the positions of each particle and detecting collisions) and a ParticleSpawner (responsible for creating a new particle each second). Each particle computes the new value of its colour and position each simulation step, and then communicates it to the PositionManager and the user. It can receive a message from the PositionManager that notifies the particle a collision has occurred; it can also send a message to the ParticleSpawner, requesting a new particle to be created.
We define a suitable model-specific visualization in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a shows the SC model of the top-level window, which receives events generated by the simulation model (i.e., position and colour updates, as well as creation and deletion of particles) and user events (i.e., mouse clicks and key presses) that are translated to output events. Each particle’s visualization behaviour is controlled by a separate SC model (shown in Fig. 2b), created by the window when the particle is created.

4 APPROACH

This section explains our approach to construct debugging environments for dynamic-structure formalisms. We start by analyzing a useful set of debugging operations, focusing on their adaptation when taking dynamic structure into account. We then model the debugger’s reactive behaviour (an instrumented version of the formalism’s simulator) using SC. The debugging-enhanced simulator is then connected to the debugging user interface and the (instrumented) model-specific visualization, resulting in a debugging environment. Throughout this section, we use PythonPDEVS’ implementation of the DSDEVS formalism as the running example.

4.1 Debugging Operations

The first step in creating a debugger for a new formalism consists of constructing a set of useful debugging operations for that formalism. In previous work [35], we proposed a set of debugging operations for the PDEVS formalism. Building a debugger for dynamic-structure formalisms is more challenging, since simulation entities can appear and disappear at runtime; we explore the intricacies of implementing operations when faced with dynamic structure. The operations can be divided into three categories: those related to (simulated) time, those related to state (manipulation), and breakpoints. Many more debugging operations can be imagined and addressed in future work;
we do not aim to implement an exhaustive list of all possible debugging operations, but rather choose a number of representative examples in each category and study their behaviour when implemented for dynamic-structure systems.

4.1.1 Time. Simulated time is the internal clock of the simulator. It is updated as the simulation progresses, and can have different relations to the wall-clock time, as discussed in [33]. We distinguish two “modes” of execution that any debugging tool for formalisms with a notion of time should support:

- **[As-Fast-as-Possible]** In this mode, the simulation runs as fast as the underlying hardware can manage and the operating system allows, until the end condition is satisfied. It allows the user to run the simulation without seeing intermediate results, in case they are only interested in the resulting trace or collected metrics.

- **[Real-Time]** In this mode, simulated time is synchronized with the wall-clock time. A scale factor can be applied to speed up or slow down simulation, while retaining the linear relation between simulated time and wall-clock time. A scale factor of 1 corresponds to real-time, while a scale factor smaller or greater than 1 slows down or speeds up simulation proportionally.

Finer-grained control over time is possible and useful when debugging a simulation:

- **[Pause]** Pausing a simulation allows the user to inspect the current state of the system and enables other debugging operations, such as stepping and state modifications.

- **[Big Step and Small Step]** Stepping through a simulation is useful to get insight into how the state of the model evolves. This is usually hidden by the simulator’s implementation, but a debugger can offer different levels of stepping, which reveal (parts of) the computations performed by the simulator. For example, in PythonPDEVS, we can discern two levels (see Section 3.1): one iteration of the simulation algorithm can be seen as a “big step”, while each of the eight phases in an iteration can be seen as “small steps”.

Simulation time does not advance when the simulation is paused. It can only advance during an iteration of the simulation algorithm.

4.1.2 State. Code debuggers allow a user to inspect the state of the running program (consisting of the runtime variables in memory, and the program counter) and to modify that state when the program is paused. This allows for quick verification of a hypothesis without the user having to modify the code and starting a new debugging session. Simulation systems also have state; in case of DSDEVS, the state is an aggregation of the states of its (coupled or atomic) models. We distinguish a direct and an indirect method of changing the state of the system when the simulation is paused:

- **[God Event]** A “god event” allows a user to change the value of a state variable. In case of DSDEVS, this operation changes the current state \((s_{i,\text{curr}}, e_{i,\text{curr}}) \in Q_i\) to a new state \((s_{i,\text{new}}, 0) \in Q_i\) where \(Q_i\) is the total state set of the atomic model \(i\).

- **[Event Injection]** For formalisms that have a notion of events, this operation allows the user to manually inject an event to quickly verify how the model reacts. In case of DSDEVS, a user can schedule to inject an event \(x \in X_i\) at a specified (future) simulated time instant \(t\). Once time \(t\) is reached, the atomic model \(i\) receives the input event \(x\), triggering its external transition function.

4.1.3 Breakpoints. A breakpoint is used in code debugging to pause the execution of the program when a specific line of code is reached, and when its associated (optional) condition is satisfied. We transpose breakpoints by allowing the user to specify conditions on the execution state of the
simulation (including access to time and current (total) state information). In case of DSDEVS, we choose to model a breakpoint as a function that returns \textit{true} when the simulation should pause, \textit{false} in all other cases, and it receives five parameters: (1) the current simulation time, (2) the current state of the simulation system, which is an aggregation of the states of its atomic DSDEVS components, as well as the current structure of the system, (3) the names of atomic DSDEVS models that executed a transition function in the iteration preceding the triggering of the breakpoint, (4) the output generated by the atomic DSDEVS models that executed their internal transition function in the iteration preceding the triggering of the breakpoint, and (5) the input received by the atomic DSDEVS models that executed their external transition function in the iteration preceding the triggering of the breakpoint. When a breakpoint is triggered, these values are passed to the user in order to help the user understand why the breakpoint was triggered. This allows the user to model breakpoints that trigger at a specific point in time, on a state change, on a structure change (entities that were created/deleted), or one of the components executing a transition function. Breakpoints, similar to a manual pause, can only break after a big step has completed (and the system is in a consistent state). More advanced breakpoint conditions, such as conditions on the simulation trace (specified in a domain-specific property language [26]) are left as future work.

4.1.4 Changes to Operations. Our set of debugging operations is based on one which is useful for static-structure formalisms. However, this means that debugging operations which previously relied on the static structure of the model might become meaningless. In Table 1, we identify the debugging operation that must be changed to accommodate dynamic-structure formalisms, and in particular DSDEVS. The first column lists all possible changes to the structure that are allowed by PythonPDEVS in its structure varying function. Each column corresponds to a debugging operation. Each cell is either green (Y), meaning the operation is unaffected by the structure change, or red (N), meaning it can be affected by the structure change. A number of debugging operations are unaffected:

(1) **Pause** Pausing a simulation is independent of structural changes. It pauses the simulation as soon as possible, either after the currently executing big step, or, in the case of real-time simulation, potentially during a waiting period. This ensures the system is in a stable (or quiescent) state that can be inspected by the user.

(2)–(3) **Big Step and Small Step** Stepping through a simulation is similarly unaffected. It can be compared to manually pausing after each iteration, or after the execution of a simulation
phase. For PythonPDEVS, an additional small step (corresponding to the phase which executes the model transition function) was added for communicating the structural changes to the user, but the functioning of the small step operation is not affected by changes in the system structure during simulation.

(4) [Reset] Resetting the simulation restores the initial state of the system.

(5) [God Event] A god event changes the value of a state variable. It can only change variables that exist when the simulation is paused, and is therefore unaffected.

In contrast, three debugging operations are affected:

(6) [Event Injection] A user can inject an event at a specified point in (future) simulation time. Two changes have an effect on this operation: if a component that is the recipient of an injected event is removed, or its input set changed, that injection might become invalid. We solve this by ignoring the injected event in those cases.

(7) [Breakpoints] When modelling a breakpoint, the user is not aware of future structural changes. The breakpoint might attempt to access a component, its input/output sets, or its state variables that no longer exist. We disable the breakpoint automatically when it tries to access a non-existent component and warn the user.

(8) [Visualization] As the visualization is responsible for displaying the state of the system, and that state now contains the structure of the system, it is affected by all operations that change the structure of the system. The visualization of the state has to be appropriately updated when components, variables, components (and their functions) are added, removed, or changed. The point in time when the visualization is updated depends on the mode of simulation. In as-fast-as-possible simulation, the visualization is updated at the end of simulation. In real-time simulation and while the user is big stepping, the visualization is updated after each big step. When the user is small stepping, the visualization is updated after each small step.

4.2 Modelling the Simulation Kernel

Once a set of debugging operations is known, we need to add these operations to the formalism’s simulator. The first step towards enhancing a simulator with debugging support is to split it up into
its modal and non-modal parts, as explained in Section 2.2. The non-modal part of the simulation kernel consists of its computation functions. Usually these functions are hidden away in the kernel’s implementation, but they can be exposed through an API provided by the developer of the simulator. Some simulation kernels will offer a limited amount of control (for example, only “big stepping” and querying the state of simulation), which limits the amount of debugging operations that can be implemented. For the PythonPDEVS debugger, we have access to the kernel and can adapt the computation functions to choose the level of granularity—we will see an example of a black-box simulator in Section 5. Once the non-modal part is fixed and isolated, we extract the simulator’s control flow (its algorithm) and model it in the SC language. The result of this deconstruction step for the PythonPDEVS debugger is shown in Fig. 3. The SC model accepts (user) events on an input port in and communicates the simulation results on an output port out. It consists of two orthogonal components:

- **simulation_state** keeps track of the current state of the simulation kernel. It waits for an input event from the user that starts the simulation algorithm. When the simulation ends, it communicates the final state of the simulation to the user.
- **simulation_flow** models the flow of the simulation algorithm: it initializes the simulation, and then continuously updates the state in the do_simulation state (going through the eight phases) until the end condition is satisfied.

We combine this SC model of the modal behaviour of the simulation kernel with its non-modal part in the reconstruction step. We then regenerate the—behaviourally equivalent—code of the simulation kernel using an appropriate SC compiler.

### 4.3 Modelling the Debugger

The debugging operations presented in Section 4.1 affect the control flow. Indeed, to be able to step through a simulation instead of executing it continuously, the control flow has to be adapted in order to give appropriate control to the user. We make sure that instrumenting the SC model of the simulation kernel does not alter its original execution semantics. This ensures continuity: if the user does not make use of the debugging operations, the debugging-enhanced simulation kernel will produce the same trace as the original simulation kernel. The result of the instrumentation step is presented in Fig. 4. A number of orthogonal components have been added:

- The **injection_monitor** allows the user to inject an event on an input port of the DSDEVS model at a specified point in simulated time.
- The **breakpoint_manager** allows the user to add, delete, and toggle breakpoints.
- The **reset_monitor** allows a user to reset a running simulation, which re-initializes the simulated time and state.

Two simulation modes have been added in the simulation_state component: the simulation can now be stepped through, or run in (scaled) real-time.

Stepping behaviour is implemented in the simulation_flow component: the termination check will bring the component to the do_simulation state, which will execute one iteration of the simulation algorithm. At the end (when transitioning back to the check_termination state), the system raises a big_step_done event, which will result in the simulation_state component to transition back to the paused state. This ensures no second step is executed, as the simulation_flow state remains in the check_termination state until the simulation_state changes. The user can perform small steps when the simulation is paused. There is no state in the simulation_state to denote the user is small stepping: it stays paused. Instead, the user can manually advance the simulation_flow by sending small_step events, which will cycle through the phases of the simulation in the do_simulation state. After each phase, relevant information is passed to the user. A special state checking_small_step was
Fig. 4. The SC model of the simulation kernel with debugging support.
added in **check_termination**: since the user is able to execute small steps when the simulation is paused, this state checks whether no breakpoint was triggered or the simulation has ended. If this extra check were not there, a user could execute a small step past the simulation end. Once this check is done, the **found_imminents** state is entered, and the transition to the **selected_imminent** component is taken unconditionally, since the user has already requested a small step.

Additionally, the **check_termination** state is expanded with real-time behaviour, which makes the simulation wait until the current time specified in the time advance functions of the DSDEVS model has passed in wall-clock time. The waiting behaviour is achieved by cycling between the **check_termination** state and the **wait** state, with a minimal delay. This cycling behaviour allows the user to pause the simulation while the simulation algorithm is waiting until the model executes its next transition (while still updating the simulated time). When in real-time or big step mode, the new state of the system is communicated to the user. This allows the user to track changes to the state during a debugging session. The debugging-enhanced simulation kernel also checks whether any breakpoint was triggered in the **check_termination** state. If so, it raises the **termination_condition** event, which makes the **simulation_state** transition to **paused**. The user is also notified that a breakpoint triggered.

From this instrumented model, we generate the behaviour of the debugging enhanced simulation kernel of PythonPDEVS using an appropriate SC compiler.

### 4.4 Architecture

Once a debugging-enhanced simulation kernel is obtained, it can be connected to other components to create a debugging environment. In previous work, the architecture connected the debugging-enhanced simulation kernel to an instrumented version of the (visual) modelling interface for the formalism. In this paper, we extend the architecture to include the model-specific visualization. This is particularly useful for dynamic-structure formalisms, since simulation entities can appear and disappear during simulation; the model-specific visualization can then help provide an overview.

The architecture of our solution is shown in Fig. 5. It consists of three components, whose behaviour is specified in SC models:

- The simulator, whose behaviour is described by

  \[ S_{sim} = < X_{sim}, SC_{sim}, Y_{sim} > \]

- The debugging user interface, whose behaviour is described by

  \[ S_{ui\_debug} = < X_{ui\_debug}, SC_{ui\_debug}, Y_{ui\_debug} > \]
The model-specific visualization interface (instrumented with debugging operations), whose behaviour is described by

\[ S_{ui\_vis} = \langle X_{ui\_vis}, S_{ui\_vis}, Y_{ui\_vis} \rangle \]

The first two models, \( S_{sim} \) and \( S_{ui\_debug} \), have to be defined once and can be reused to debug any model created in the simulator’s formalism (in this case, DSDEVS). The third, \( S_{ui\_vis} \), is model-specific and has to be adapted to specific simulation models. The states of the components in the architecture are kept synchronized: the bus connecting the components delivers the output events (after an optional translation) of all components to the others. Each component can then react by updating their state, as defined in the reactive behaviour specified in their SC model.

### 4.5 Workflow

The workflow for constructing a debugger for dynamic-structure formalisms starting from an existing simulation kernel, a modelling and simulation environment without debugging support, and a model-specific visualization UI, is shown in Fig. 6. The workflow is modelled in a Formalism Transformation Graph and Process Model (FTG+PM) language \[22, 28\]. FTG+PM allows one to model engineering workflows whose deliverable is a set of (software) artefacts; a modeller can relate each artefact to the language it is specified in, as well as specify transformations between the used languages. The right part of an FTG+PM model represents a workflow consisting of activities that require user input (manual activities) and tasks that do not (automatic transformations). The left part describes a formalism transformation graph consisting of a number of formalisms and (automatic/manual) transformations between them. Tasks in the workflow are explicitly typed by transformations in the formalism transformation graph, while the artefacts created are typed by the formalisms in the formalism transformation graph.
There are four tasks in our workflow: de- and reconstructing the simulation kernel, instrumenting the modelling environment, instrumenting the model-specific visualization UI, and creating a communication layer. These four tasks were explained in the previous subsections.

5 DEBUGGER PROTOTYPES

This section explains how we applied our techniques to create a debugger for PythonPDEVS, a simulation kernel we are familiar with that can simulate DSDEVS models, and Netlogo, a multi-agent modelling environment. By doing so, we demonstrate that our techniques are transferable to tools other than those we know the source code of. The implementation of both prototypes can be found on https://msdl.uantwerpen.be/git/simon/DSDEVS-Debugger.

5.1 PythonPDEVS (DSDEVS) Debugger

We discussed the PythonPDEVS debugger’s behaviour (and how to model it) in the previous section. This section shows the result of combining the different components (the debugging-enhanced simulation kernel, the debugging user interface, and the model-specific visualization) using our architecture to obtain a debugger for PythonPDEVS.

5.1.1 Debugging User Interface. This section presents a basic visual debugging interface, which allows for full control over the simulation algorithm using the set of debugging operations defined in Section 4.1 and implemented in Section 4.3. The behaviour of the debugging interface is modelled using SC. Each user action corresponds to an input event to this model and is translated to an output event that is sent to bus of the architecture. Conversely, any events arriving on the bus serve as input to the SC model of the debugging interface. A screenshot of the interface is shown in Fig. 7.
At the top, a tool bar allows the user to interact with the running simulation by pressing buttons. Below that, information related to the running simulation is visualized: the current simulated time and the current set of breakpoints are shown at the top, and below that, the current structure of the system. Each DSDEVS model is represented by a rectangle. The name of each component is displayed (coupled models have their names printed in italics), as well as their input (green) and output (purple) sets in the form of ports. Hovering over a port displays the name of the port as well as any incoming or outgoing connections to other ports. Hovering over (atomic) models displays their current state. The next time ("TN") at which an internal transition is scheduled is displayed above each atomic model. This is not the case for coupled models (such as Field): their next transition time is the minimum of its constituent components’ next transition times. Clicking on an input port allows the user to inject an event. Right-clicking on an atomic model is used for a god event (changing the value of a state variable). The hierarchical structure of the DSDEVS model is displayed as a tree—children of a coupled DSDEVS model are shown below their parent. Models at the same level are staggered, to allow for more elements to be displayed side-by-side. Additionally, this layout helps with the drawing of incoming and outgoing connections between ports. While the example shows a two-level tree, this is not necessarily always so: the tree can be arbitrarily deep (depending on the current model structure).

When the user executes a small step, the debugging interface visualizes useful information regarding the executed phase. This visualization, including an explanation of each small step, is shown in Table 2. Small steps allow the user to debug the system at a more fine-grained level, inspecting closely what happens during a simulation step.

5.1.2 Model-Specific Visualization. For debugging purposes, if some DSDEVS models are visualized by entities in a UI, those entities can be instrumented with extra debugging information that is sent by the simulator. And vice versa, certain interactions with entities in the model-specific visualization UI might highlight the corresponding DSDEVS model in the debugging UI. For this to work, the domain expert has to instrument the SC model of the model-specific visualization UI with appropriate transitions that raise events on its output port. The same tasks have to be performed if the visualization UI has to respond to events from the instrumented simulation kernel. In the case of our example DSDEVS system, we augmented the SC model in Fig. 2b with a transition that listens to the user pressing the right mouse button, generating an event on its output port; this event is translated to an input event of the debugging interface, which reacts by highlighting the corresponding atomic model. The debugging interface, on the other hand, generates an output event if the user presses the key to reset the simulation; this event is translated to an input event of the model-specific visualization interface, which resets the visualization.

5.2 NetLogo Debugger

NetLogo is a tool for modelling multi-agent systems. In this section, we explain how we used our techniques to develop a debugger for NetLogo in a short period of time.

A NetLogo model defines agents (called turtles), which each have their own state and a set of operations, which act upon that state. Typically, there is a main function that encodes the main simulation loop by coordinating the set of turtles. Turtles can be created and deleted (making it a dynamic-structure modelling language); they can communicate by calling each other’s operations. NetLogo comes with an interface to interact with the running simulation: widgets (such as buttons and sliders) allow a user to send commands (that call operations) to the simulation and to view the current/aggregated state of the model (by viewing a visualization of the current state of the “world”, or viewing statistics in a plot). Time advances in ticks: after one iteration of the simulation algorithm, a tick ends and the next iteration is started. The semantics of the NetLogo execution
(1) All imminent components are highlighted in blue.

(2) Only the selected imminent component is highlighted in blue.

(3) The output message(s) generated by the imminent component are shown beneath the corresponding port(s). Clicking the message will log its contents in the console.

(4) The message is routed from the output port(s) to the input port(s) along the connections, and translated in the process.

(5) All transitioning components are highlighted: red for components that will execute their external transition function, blue for those that will execute their internal transition function.

(6) The new state of the components is computed (no visual change, but hovering over the atomic models will show their new state).

(7) Structural changes are displayed: an atomic model was created.

(8) The time at which the next internal transition function is scheduled is updated for each component.

Table 2. Small step visualization: the eight phases of a simulation iteration.

Engine are not formalized. Instead, a modeller has to encode the execution semantics of each model in its operations. An extensive set of example models and documentation is available.

We can model the example particle interaction system (see Section 3.2) in NetLogo. Figure 8a shows the visual user interface of NetLogo. It displays the current state of the “world”: a number of particles are moving in the constrained space. A user can click on a particle to select it or press one of the five buttons to interact with the simulation:

- setup is used to initialize the simulation;

https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/docs/
(a) The visual user interface of NetLogo.  

(b) Model excerpt in NetLogo.

Fig. 8. Modelling the example particle interaction system in NetLogo.

![NetLogo Interface]

An excerpt of the model is shown in Fig. 8b. The go operation encodes a simulation iteration:

- **step** advances the simulation one iteration by calling the go operation (see below);
- **delete-selected** deletes all selected particles;
- **go** continuously executes the go operation, effectively simulating the model.

Fig. 9. Modelling the NetLogo executor’s modal behaviour using SC.

- **step** advances the simulation one iteration by calling the go operation (see below);
- **delete-selected** deletes all selected particles;
- **go** continuously executes the go operation, effectively simulating the model.

An excerpt of the model is shown in Fig. 8b. The go operation encodes a simulation iteration:

- It starts by checking whether the user clicked on a particle;
- **create-particle** creates a new particle every 30 ticks;
- **delete-particles-at-random** deletes a random particle with a certain probability;
- **check-state** sets the colour and velocity of selected particles;
- **check-collisions** swaps the velocity vectors of two particles when they collide;
- **move-particles** moves all particles according to their velocity;
- **tick** and display let the visual environment know that an iteration has ended.

Modelling this example system in NetLogo is quite different from modelling it in DSDEVS. With DSDEVS, the simulator ensures that the correct transition functions of the DEVS models are called, messages are routed, etc. In NetLogo, on the other hand, the semantics are explicitly encoded in operations, which can query and act upon the state of the system. It is a more direct way of encoding the semantics, and as such it is interesting to look at how we can create a debugger for such a system.
We start by modelling NetLogo’s execution semantics using SC, shown in Fig. 9. Since the semantics of the model are mainly encoded in its operations, this model is quite minimal. We rely mainly on NetLogo’s controlling API (the link variable is a reference to NetLogo’s API), which allows us to control a model from outside NetLogo (by calling the model’s operations). Moreover, we use Netlogo’s extension API to add an operation to the non-modal part of NetLogo that returns the current set of turtles (including the values of their variables). Comparing the model of NetLogo’s execution semantics, shown in Fig. 9, to the model of the execution semantics of DSDEVS, shown in Fig. 3, a similar structure can be discerned: the simulator’s main loop is encoded by the transitions between the checking_termination and executing_step states, which runs indefinitely while the simulation_state orthogonal region is in the continuous state.

We then model the debugger’s behaviour in a SC model which calls the appropriate operations, and offers the following operations:

- simulate the model continuously;
- realtime simulate the model (with an optional scale factor);
- pause a running simulation;
- big step through the simulation (executing one iteration);
- reset the simulation;
- breakpointing to automatically pause the simulation when a condition is satisfied;
- god event to change the value of one of the turtle’s variables.

To implement this behaviour, we can reuse parts of the SC model describing the behaviour of the PythonPDEVS debugger. The SC model of the NetLogo debugger is shown in Fig. 10. The similarities with the model for the PythonPDEVS debugger are obvious. The model is slightly smaller, since there is no support for small steps, only big steps (since we cannot alter the non-modal

![Fig. 10. The SC model describing the behaviour of the NetLogo debugger.](image-url)
part of NetLogo, only extend it). This is why the states relating to small steps (the child states of `executing_step`, the `checking_small_step` and the `big_step` states) are not present in this model.

By synchronizing the time and state of the simulation, we can implement realtime simulation, as well as breakpoints. Incidentally, by externalizing this synchronization, our implementation of real-time simulation performs better than the built-in one. NetLogo allows, natively, to set a `framerate` for the simulation, corresponding to the number of ticks per second the model needs to advance. The native NetLogo support for real-time simulation assumes, however, that computations are instantaneous. So, if a framerate of 30 is set, a new tick will be computed every $\frac{1}{30}$ seconds. This means that, if the time to compute a new tick is significant, the simulation will lag behind. Our implementation of realtime simulation takes into account the amount of time it took to compute a tick, resulting in a much more realistic realtime simulation.

From the instrumented SC model, we can generate the code of a debugging-enhanced NetLogo simulator. Once we have the debugging-enhanced simulator, we can couple it to a debugging user interface. We reuse the interface we used for PythonPDEVS to show the current simulation state and provide buttons with which the user can control the simulation. Fig. 11 shows the debugging user interface for NetLogo, which is paused. The four turtles (shown in Fig. 8a) are shown, and the values of `turtle[0]`’s variables is displayed, as the user is currently hovering the mouse pointer over it. The remaining operations are identical to the PythonPDEVS debugger.

6 DISCUSSION

We contribute to the ongoing effort of bringing debugging techniques to simulation systems by presenting a reusable architecture and workflow. With this workflow, it is possible to turn modelling and simulation environments for dynamic-structure formalisms (with a coded simulation kernel) into full-fledged debugging environments. In this section, we first compare our work to the state-of-the-art, and then explore possible extensions in future work.
6.1 Related Work

Techniques and tools for program code debugging have been thoroughly researched. While new contributions are continuously made to this field, they are not the focus of this paper. Zeller presents an overview of the state of the art in his book [40], and introduces what he calls "scientific debugging", which allows programmers to optimally use existing techniques and tools to find, fix, and manage defects in software. The operations that our debugging environment supports are transpositions of well-established operations from code debugging to the realm of modelling and simulation.

Recently, model debugging and simulation debugging have gained increasing interest from the research community. It is an essential part in the ongoing efforts to improve the techniques and tool support for modelling and simulation. Different authors approach the problem in various ways, however, and we give an overview here.

We believe debugging support should be provided at the most appropriate level of abstraction, and take into account formalism-specific semantics. A number of works address this issue. In [8], the authors explain how debugging support was added to the Möbius modelling and simulation framework, which provides a formalism-independent discrete-event simulator. They add support for stepping, model state modification and model state visualization to their existing kernel. The back-end simulation process is separated from the front-end visualization by a communication layer. [30] argue that debugging support has to be provided at the most appropriate level of abstraction, which depends on the particular simulation formalism used to model systems. They adapt the OpenModelica environment to add debugging support, allowing the user to find modelling errors in their object-oriented equation-based models. [14] develop a different approach, extending statistical debugging techniques traditionally used for debugging software systems, which makes them effective to debug simulation systems as well. They assume the models are developed using a programming language, however, instead of a high-level modelling language. [5] acknowledges the need for testing and debugging techniques for dynamic-structure models. He focuses on a hierarchical testing technique to discover an error in the specification, after which debugging techniques need to be employed to find the source of the error.

Closely related are debugging techniques for Model-Driven Development (MDD), and more specifically for the Unified Modelling Language (UML), a family of (executable) languages for specifying the structure and behaviour of software systems. In [20], the authors map code debugging concepts onto the Story Diagrams formalism, and build a visual debugging user interface in the Eclipse open-source development environment. Their architecture consists of a debugging client that communicates with a debugging server, controlling the execution of the interpreter. Both [25] and [21] extend the fUML—a subset of the UML for which precise semantics are defined—with debugging support.

Model Transformations (MTs) are an essential part of the Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) approach to designing and developing complex systems. Two works approach the debugging of MTs from two perspectives. In [31], the authors make the observation that MTs are inherently non-deterministic. To capture that non-determinism, they develop a domain-specific language on top of Petrinets [27] to execute and debug MTs. By representing models and rules as Petrinets models, techniques such as formal verification and step-wise execution of Petrinets can be reused. [11], on the other hand, extend the model transformation debugging capabilities of the AToMPM visual modelling environment [32] with omniscient debugging. To achieve this, they transpose "step forward" and "step back" operations from code debugging to appropriate debugging operations that allow traversal of the MT execution history in both directions.
While general-purpose modelling languages are useful for modelling a wide variety of systems, in some cases a more specialized language, specific to one domain, is more appropriate. These are called Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs). [38] first recognized the need for debugging support at the DSL level. They map DSL debugging operations to code debugging operations, performed on the generated code. [24] then transposed code debugging operations to the DSL level, without relying on generated code. [1] demonstrate how to add visual execution and debugging to a DSL whose syntax is described in a metamodel, and its semantics as a set of graph transformation rules. The Moldable Debugger [10] is a reusable framework for developing debuggers for DSLs. It allows the implementation of a set of debugging operations such as stepping, state querying and visualization at the most appropriate, domain-specific, level of abstraction with minimal effort. [6] describe a partly generic debugger that can be extended with domain-specific trace management functions. They allow the definition of a set of debugging operations that traverse, query, and manage these execution traces.

We take inspiration from these approaches to transpose code debugging operations to a set of useful debugging operations for simulation formalisms. Moreover, many of these approaches support visualization of the system execution in a notation familiar to the modeller—often reusing the language’s concrete syntax in the debugging interface, potentially augmented with additional (runtime) information. This paper focuses, however, on the reusable workflow and enabling architecture for constructing debugging environments for any (in particular, dynamic-structure) modelling formalism. We build on the techniques developed in our previous work [33, 35] to implement debugging techniques for dynamic-structure models as well. Specifically, we distinguish two roles involved in the debugging process: the simulation expert (i.e., the person implementing the tools related to a modelling formalism, such as simulators, modelling and simulation environments, and debuggers) and the domain expert (i.e., the person using these tools to model complex systems in a particular domain). We make the observation that to understand and debug simulation systems (in particular dynamic structure systems), a formalism-specific debugging environment might not suffice, and model-specific visualizations might be required to help the domain expert find defects in the system. Not only does the simulation expert have to be assisted as much as possible with tools, frameworks, and workflows to develop effective formalism-specific debugging interfaces, the work involved for the domain expert to instrument the model-specific visualization should be minimized.

This leads to the choice of SC for modelling all parts of the simulation system as it is an appropriate formalism to describe timed, reactive, autonomous systems. Simulation experts can focus on the essential complexity of the system: finding a set of useful debugging operations and instrumenting the simulation kernel, as well as building a reusable debugging interface. Domain experts then only need to perform extra tasks if they want additional domain-specific debugging support. The processes and architecture presented in this paper make their respective tasks repeatable and structured.

6.2 Future Work

We intentionally leave the creation of more advanced visual interfaces to visualization experts. We observe, however, that our debugging interface can easily be replaced by a more advanced one, as long as its (SC) interface stays the same. For example, the interface presented by [23] provides a complete view of the state trace, as well as a historical trace of messages sent and received. This might be more appropriate for a debugging tool, coupled with the other components of our architecture. The architecture allows the components involved in the debugging process to be replaced, enhanced, and adapted at will. Ultimately, this architecture enables the construction of a
library of reusable components from which simulation and domain experts may pick and choose to build debugging environments.

We cover a set of essential debugging operations in this paper, and show how they can be implemented. More work is necessary to evaluate this set and possibly implement more advanced operations. This can be accompanied by user studies that validate the debugging interface’s effectiveness at finding bugs. We focus on the technical aspect instead; our workflow and architecture serve as a basis onto which future debuggers for dynamic-structure systems can build.

The techniques described here can be transposed to other formalisms as well. The set of debugging operations will likely be different, but the presented techniques are applicable to a large family of formalisms whose semantics results in a trace that evolves over (simulated) time. This is, in general, possible, even for continuous-time formalisms [33]. Slight variations are possible, such as for variable step-size solvers: in that case, an extra phase (or “small step”) can be inserted for determining the next step size. When the logic becomes too complex and needs to be debugged as well, a completely new “layer” of debugging (e.g., microsteps) can be inserted to give the user finer-grained control. Additionally, formalisms that exhibit fundamentally different semantics, such as non-determinism or a-causal behaviour are interesting targets to see how the architecture, workflow and instrumentation change. Moreover, building debuggers for hybrid formalisms is ongoing work [34].

The SC models describing the behaviour of the PythonPDEVS and NetLogo simulation algorithms are manually constructed and manually augmented with debugging support. Future research can look into the possibility of automating this process. For example, the debugging aspect could be modelled generically and merged into a model of the formalism’s semantics. Possibly, at a certain level of abstraction, the modal part of the simulation behaviour for different formalisms can be modelled generically as well: correctly combining that model with the simulator’s non-modal part would allow us to regenerate the simulator’s behaviour (and augment it with debugging support) from this generic specification.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a reusable workflow and architecture for constructing debugging environments for dynamic-structure modelling and simulation formalisms. We start from DSDEVS, a formalism used to model dynamic-structure, discrete-event systems, to come up with a set of useful debugging operations. The architecture of the solution considers the model-specific visualization created by the domain expert as an integral part of the simulation system. By instrumenting the visualization with domain-specific debugging interactions, it becomes a useful asset in the debugging process. This is achieved by linking the domain-specific visualization with the generic, visual modelling and simulation interface and simulation kernel. The effort for the domain expert is minimized—new operations are added by defining user interaction in the model-specific visualization and linking it to the generic components. To demonstrate applicability, we apply our approach to PythonPDEVS, a simulator that can simulate DSDEVS models, and NetLogo, a popular multi-agent modelling tool. The NetLogo debugger reuses many aspects of the PythonPDEVS debugger, proving that the approach is reusable across dynamic-structure formalisms. Our approach has many applications (in other domains, and to other formalisms) and can be combined with more advanced state tracing and visualization techniques.
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